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Editor's note: The names used in the
personal accounts are fictitious to
protect the privacy of the couples
involved.
Susan and Tom had been
planning an evening together for
w^eeks. Because of their busy college
schedules; they were having
difficulty finding time to spend with
each other; even though they lived
together. Perhaps the evening
would be one step toward solving
the problem.
But the evening brought on an
unanticipated turn of events.
Two out-of-state friends of Tom’s
arrived unexpectedly. Susan
reluctantly agreed to invite them
along on the condition that Tom
would 'get rid of them ” by 9 p.m.
They decided to go to a local
restaurant for a drink. The evening
wore on and Tom made no effort to
keep his promise.
At midnight Susan reached her
boiling point. They quarreled at the
table; which embarrassed Tom in
front of his fiiends. Susan walked
home.
Susan was asleep when Tom
came home several hours later.
She awoke. They argued. But it
didn’t stop there.
For half an hour Tom sat alone in
the living room. Instead of cooling
off; he became angrier. He went into
the bedroom and began "hitting ”
Susan through the bedsheets — not
hurting her; but nonetheless hit
ting. She hit back
Susan and Tom are fictitious
nameS; but the story is an actual
account of an event in the lives of
two Western students. Following
this incident; the couple sought
counseling for their problems from
Steve Meineke; a minister and
counselor; at Campus Christian
Ministry at Western.
This type of "abuse; ” both
physical and verbal; is common
among college couples; according
to some experts. Little or no
physical damage results from most
of this abuse.
Meineke believes that as many as
half of the students at Western
experience or deliver this type of
abuse. He says his estimate comes
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from dealing with couples in happy
as well as unhappy relationships.
Tim DouglaS; dean of students at
Western; said he agrees with
Meineke.
'I think that it's prevalent. We've
certainly seen evidence of this on
campus."
An article printed in the New York
Times and reprinted in Family
Therapy News in March 1982 said
that one of every five college cou
ples experience abuse.
According to the article; 60 per
cent of 371 juniors and seniors
interviewed at Arizona State Uni
versity said they had 'experienced
some form of violence during dat
ing and courtship."
Some students have grown
accustomed to physical violence;
according to the article. Twenty-five
percent of the male respondents
and 29 percent of the females said
they 'expected slapping; hitting or
scratching in anger in the the
course of more serious relation
ships."
Laura; 21; a student at Western;
said she believes that physical
abuse is common among college
students in relationships.
At timeS; the anger and
fmstration she feels toward her
boyfriend results in a physical
attack.
"The only time I do it is when I
want attention. If he says
something that really irritates me; I
might smack him. Not to hurt him;
well maybe; but I'm really just
trying to get a response.
"Hitting him lets him know that I
am mad. It's just one step beyond
yelling. It's not a step that I would
always take. John only hits me to let
me know he could hurt me worse.
I'm not afraid of John; because 1
don't think he would intentionally
hurt me. I really don't want to hurt
him."
John; 26; reflects some of those
feelings.
"I've never hit her first. It's just
been retaliatory to let her know that
I don't like her hitting me. I think it
is effective; but effective in a bad
way. It creates ill feelings and more
hostility. Hitting someone is an easy

way to get out of telling someone
how you feel."
The specific reasons why an
individual or a relationship may be

abusive are uncertain. But several
causes seem to be emerging.
StresS; the cause of many
psychological and physical
disorders; may lead to physical
abuse.

If stress is a cause; college
students experience more than
their share of it Douglas said.
They are worried about testS;
money the economy and cuts to
higher education; he said.

Ann Lohrman HeapS; a counselor
at Western's Counseling Center;
disagreed. College students live in a
"protected environment " and
experience less stress than the

'We have become used to
this type of behavior.
Even battering doesn t
surprise anyone..."

general population; she said.
"It is a known and relatively
believed theory that children who
are abused have a higher chance of
maturing to be abusers them
selves."
The reason is because these indi
viduals have seen this behavior as
an acceptable way to deal with their
problems; Heaps said.
Recent research in the area
indicates that the level of intimacy in
a relationship is of more
importance than ascribed
characteristics; such as a child's
upbringing.
"The more intimate the relation
ship; the more serious it tends to
become. The pressures get greater
and the stakes get higher. It gets
worse; instead of better. The pot is
boiling; but the lid is on. There's no
escape; " Meineke said.
Mary Pontarolo; volunteer
coordinator for Womancare Shelter

in Bellingham; said a line can't be
drawn between abuse that doesn't
physically harm someone and
battering.
"Physical abuse is on a
continuum. It begins with
squeezing; pushing; shoving. It
then progresses to shaking and
then possibly results in something
requiring medical attention;" she
said.
The only way this progression
can be stopped is through
professional help; Pontarolo said.
The reason it occurs so
frequently is because of societal
beliefs and acceptance of this type
of behavior; she said.
"People learn to deal wdth their
problems in an unaccepting way.
We have become used to this type of
behavior. Even battering doesn't
surprise anyone;" she said.
Pontarolo stressed that abusive
behavior comes from the
individual's difficulties in dealing
with their problems.
"Chances are that if it occurs in
one relationship; then it will occur
in the next; because it is a
progressive problem."
In his counseling practice;
Meineke treats the relationship;
not the individual.
"There would be no benefit in
seeing only one individual in a
relationship. Often you correct the
problem; but you lose the patient—
the relationship. Their thinking is
corrected; but they split up.
A balance is needed."
Abusive behavior in relationships
can be stopped. The first step
involves the abuser making a
conscious effort to change the
unwanted behavior.
"I think that it is sad that people
are willing to accept being pushed;
shoved; bitten; scratched or struck
in any way. There's a large
percentage of people that think it is
perfectly OK; " Meineke said.
He recommended the line be
drawn at the very beginning.
At the first indication; "a person
should make it very clear that this
behavior is not acceptable to them;
and they don't want it to happen
again." ■
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the Conflicts of Consent
BY LORI McGRIFF
e stands in front of the class of 28 students. When he speaks, the
students grow quiet and start recording fragments of his lecture in
their notebooks. The words, they know, may be needed for the
next test. The first lesson they learned, after all, was that the
professor has the power to deem them successes or failures — by
ithe grades he places next to their names in his record book.
Many admire his knowledge. Some may resent his authority. A few of the women may
even become infatuated wdth him, staring at him from their desks or talking to him every
day after class.
And one of these women may become so attracted to his aura of power and intelligence
that she will choose to become involved with him in a secret, sexual alliance.
The number of female students who take their admiration this far is small, but studentfaculty affairs are recognized by the rumors that filter through the faculty club and
academic departments. Female students and their faculty counterparts are not immune to
having affairs. (This article only focuses on the most prevalent type of faculty-student
relationships — those between male faculty and female students.)
But what may appear to be a fairy tale romance on the surface can be in reality a complex
relationship based on power, insecurity and father worship, some faculty, administrators
and feminists say.
Linda, who has been given a fictitious name and age to protect her privacy, had an affair
(Continued on ne?ct page)
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with a professor her first quarter at
Western.
Her admiration grew fi^om the
respect she had for him; because he
helped her with a subject she
always had failed in before.
After several visits to his office for
help, she finally told him fi'ankly
"I’m really physically attracted to
you.
"He fell offhis chair just about. He
coughed;’’ she said; recalling the
scene.
She said he told her that normally
there are a lot of barriers for him to
get involved with a student but that
he had gotten to know her.
They started going out to dinner
once a week And Linda continued
to struggle through the class. She
had gotten a tutor upon the
recommendation of her professor.
"I probably looked at him as a
father figure; ” the attractive 21-yecirold said. Before starting college; she
had had two other relationships
with men at least twice her age: one;
a school administrator and the
other; her boss. Her professor was in
his 50S; physically attractive; fit tan
and powerful; she said. He also
wasn’t married.
"I’d rather go out wdth a man
twice my age any day; ” she said.
But she added that she has started
to examine her relationships wdth
men more carefully.
Articulately in a voice that
seemed much older than heryearS;
she talked about why she thinks she
is attracted to older; powerful men.
"I wouldn’t ever have a relation
ship wdth someone I thought was
not sincere; ” Linda said. But she
also has some other prerequisites.
"It seems like I’m not attracted to
any man I’m more powerful than. I
get involved wdth people I sense
have power. ”
But why older men?
"I wasn’t daddy’s little girl where
everything I did was OK. It was like
everything I did wasn’t. ”
She described her mother as
being "coof aloof intelligent and
very fair. She’s not very supportive
either.
"As I get older and separate fi^om
my parents; 1 probably wdll get
involved in less relationships where
the man has more power;’’ she said.

As far as her relationship wdth the
Western professor is concerned;
she said in the end he was the one
who got hurt. After a couple of
months she started dating a
younger man; who also was very
powerful; dominating; rigid and
uncompromising—the same words
she used to describe her father.

I

A pedestal
of power

Linda said there are problems
wdth student-professor relation
ships because of the power; espe
cially where grades are concerned.
She didn’t sleep wdth the profes
sor until after the final and said she
would recommend that any
woman or man getting involved
wdth a professor drop the class.
"It isn’t fair to the other people in
the clasS; and it isn’t fair to yourself ”
She said that if the student doesn’t
drop the clasS; he or she may end
up feeling exploited; but added she
never felt that way.

Even after breaking up wdth the
professor; however; she went back
to ask him if the "C ” she had
received was deserved. He added
up the numbers in front of her; and
they came out right she said.
"I think it’s been a good relation
ship. I’m really glad I got involved
wdth him. I probably would get
involved wdth him again.
"He’s got a real sex appeal about
him; ” she said. "But he’s actually a
really insecure person despite all
this. ”
Today her professor still remains
on a pedestal of power. She said a
lot of the fear she felt trying to sur
vive his course returns whenever
she sees him; but he always hugs
her and smiles.
"I gave him the power he had in a
sense; ” she said.
Linda’s experience can’t be clas
sified as typical nor can her attitude
followdng the relationship. AlsO; it
can’t be estimated how many stu
dents such as Linda have had affairs
wdth their professors. No studi/^s
have been done that concentrate on
relationships based on the consent

of both parties. The only certainty is
that it happens.
A study done; however; to exam
ine the problem of sexual harass
ment at the University of California
at Berkeley in 1977 found that about
30 percent of the 160 faculty
responding to the survey indicated
they had had sexual relations wdth
one or more students. How many of
those sexual experiences were wdth
consent or because of sexual
harassment were not reported.
Another study done at a small;
private college in the Midwest and
reported in the Journal of Se?c
Research (November 1982); exam
ined the incidence of flirting
between college students and
faculty. Of the 184 student
responses (59.8 percent female and
41.2 percent male); more than onethird of both sexes reported flirting
wdth their instructors.
Although flirting doesn’t neces
sarily lead to affairS; it does demon
strate the obvious awareness stu
dents have of faculty members’
sexuality.

I Unhealthy
I relationships
Eldon Mahoney; chairman of the
sociology department; said one has
to look at the environment to
understand why unhealthy rela
tionships may flourish in the class
room. There are "all these 18- to
23-year-old bodies running around;’’
he said.
If faculty followed the pattern of
other males in American society; 50
percent would be having extramari
tal affairS; Mahoney said. But that
cannot be assumed; because there
are strong societal prohibitions
against faculty having sexual rela
tions wdth students. It simply is not
accepted; he said.
Mahoney said he thinks affairs
between faculty and students are
rare. In the 13 years that he has
been at Western; he said; he knows
only of three affairs that were not
just rumors.
(Continued on ne}ct page)
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CONFUGTS OF CONSENT
"It's a complex interpersonal
situation/’ he said; and one that he
doesn’t recommend.
The late Dr. Hayden MeeS; a psy
chology professor at Western for 13
years who had a private practice in
clinical psychology; said last spring;
before his death; that he know of no
studies done on student-faculty
relationships. He said; however;
that these relationships definitely
are not healthy.
"I think it’s not a good thing to
happen; ” Mees said. "It’s veiy much
like the child who gets molested. ”
The damage to the student’s
emotional state can be great; he
said. She may end up with a dis
torted view of her sexuality. As with
the molested child; she may start
using her sexuality to get approval.
She may start using sex for trade; he
said.
Mees said he has heard of cases
where students; after leaving such a
relationship; have felt exploited. "It
depends on the promises;’’ he said.
Some students have changed
their majors and even left school
because of a relationship they had
with a faculty member; he said.
How vulnerable a student is
depends on her maturity; her need
for dependency; her need for affec
tion and her awareness of her sexu
ality; Mees said.
Mees said it is normal for a female
student to have a crush on a profes
sor. The root; of course; in many
cases is "father worship.’’
But sometimes; if the student’s
relationship with her father is very
strong or very weak; her need for
affection and acceptance will be
directed only toward powerful;
respected and usually older men. If
her need to be loved by such a man
is very strong; she may find herself
consistently getting involved with
her professor; her doctor; her ana
lyst or her bosS; he said.
These relationships aren’t
healthy; because she is constantly
placing herself in a submissive;
inferior role; Mees said.
Whether the student is attracted
to a professor because of his power;
physical presence or resemblance
to her father; she probably isn’t
gaining as much emotionally as she
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would from a "healthier ” relation
ship; Mees said. "It’s taking advan
tage of the student; ” he said about
the professor’s role in the
relationship.
He stressed that a faculty
member’s motivation; compared to
the student’s motivation; usually is
extremely different.
Most professors probably get
involved to have someone confirm
their power and influence; Mees
explained. "A lot of people lack con
fidence in themselves and when
they get adoration from a student
they enjoy it.’’
He said that it might be based on
physical attraction; but the couple
probably doesn’t have very much in
common; especially if there is a
large age difference.
"I wonder about any professor
who has much to talk about wdth an
18- or 20-year-old; ” Mees said.
The power differential is particu
larly dangerous; he said. Even after
there are no grades to be given; the
power still remains.
Mees added; however; that some
faculty marry students; and the
marriages last. There are always
exceptions; he said.
But; if the faculty member is
going through a "mid-life crisis; ”
thus just wanting some young
woman to spice up his life; and if
the student is constantly searching
for a powerful male to accept her;
the alliance will be far from stable;
Mees said.

Q)nflicts
of interest

I

One of the reasons facultystudent affairs are not accepted
seems to be because of ethical con
siderations about conflicts of inter
est. The faculty are in the position
to say no to a relationship and
should know the consequences of
such a relationship; Mahoney and
Mees agreed.
They both questioned how a
faculty member can do his job well
if he is sexually and emotionally
involved wdth one of the people he

must evaluate in a class. If it hurts
his teaching; then he is cheating his
students; they said.
Lois SpratleO; ombudsperson for
sexual harassment at the University
of Washington; warned against
professor-student relationships
that may seem at first to be based on
mutual consent.
"It’s certainly a misuse of one’s
(the faculty member’s) position;’’
she said. "It’s an abuse of their role.
"The faculty person is always in
the position to say no and has the
responsibility to say nO; ” Spratlen
said.
She said that such a relationship
usually is exploitative to the young
woman involved; because her
attraction usually is based on the
fact the man is a professor; not on
who he is as an individual.
And sometimes; more harmful
than the victim’s state of mind
when she leaves the relationship; is
the threat of sexual harassment if
she decides she wants out and the
professor doesn’t.
Once the attention no longer is
wanted by the student and the pro
fessor continues sexual advances;
then the consenting relationship
becomes sexual harassment.
Sexual harassment is defined as
any unwanted sexual advances by a
person in a position of power.
Western has a policy against such
behavior. Students can complain
through the Office of Student Life;
either informally or formally. The
policy includes steps for dismissal
of a professor or administrator
found guilty of sexually harassing a
student or university employee.
The university however; has no
policy against student-professor
relationships that involve consent
ing adults.
"We effectively have no policies
against; quote; normal relation
ships; ” Vice President for Academic
Affairs James Talbot said.
But he warned faculty to be
aware of the power relationship
involved. He said the administra
tion tries to stay out of people’s pri
vate liveS; but if complaints of sex
ual harassment arise; the faculty
member could find himself in
trouble. ■

"It's an everyday revolution
Better get on it right away
Time to be living solutions
Make a change with every
new day... "
—"Everyday Revolution”
by Mark Flanders of Radio
Free Lynden
J

F he living
room inside
^ Bob Thomp
son's house
j
was transformed
J
three hours ago.
^
Out went the furn
iture and in came
Fender ampS; drumS;
a Rhodes keyboard and
a not-so-new-looking
t Peavey P.A.
NoW; at nearly 11 p.m.;
the band takes its third try at
"Everyday Revolution." Rhy
thm guitarist Mark Flanders,
who wrote the song, is the lead
\'ocalist. A student of street mime
and experimental theater, he
possesses the ability to sing with a
face filled with persecution and
pain. He sings as if he means it.

The band is Radio Free Lynden
(RFL), and they’re halfivay through
practice for their Friday-Saturday
gig at the "World Famous ” Up&Up.
The 20-by-30-foot room is tight. The
keyboard, played by Peter Nicoletta, is inches away fi'om a wood
stove. Flanders, lead guitarist Doug
Ling and bassist Doug Smith stand
"neck ” to "neck ” trying not to bump
each other as they move with the
rock beat.
After the song is over, it’s break
time. Nicoletta and Thompson, the
drummer, immediately roll
cigarettes. Ling slides past a PA
speaker and an amp on his way to
the kitchen for a round of beers.
Smith is the "pusher ” in the
group. He always wants to get
going, take short breaks and not
(Continued on ne?ct page)
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preceding page: Radio Free Lynden play
ing at a benefit concert for the Citizens In
Solidarity with the People of El Salvador,
this page from top to bottom: Guitarist
Doug Ling, guitarist Mark Flanders,
drummer Bob Thompson, keyboardist
Peter Nicoletta and bassist Doug Smith.

waste time. "We have to do it again;
no way is it performable;’’ he sayS;
but not with the tone of a direct
order. His voice suggests self
dissatisfaction and a sensitive ear
that lets him know when a song
isn’t quite right.
Thompson plays intensely —
always tries to get it right — and
now listens to Ling; who gives him
suggestions on how to improve a
particular riff; plus a cold beer.
Though the crisp night air came
through the front door’s screen and
settled like deW; Thompson is shirt
less and his pants are rolled up to
the knees.
The five seem to get along. They
work together; they say; without a
leader and compromise often when
ever a disagreement occurs. Ear
lier; when Ling left to make the beer
run; they virtually fell apart; unable
to complete a song.
"We work together extremely
well and that’s part of the enjoy
ment ” Ling sayS; popping the top of
a Hamms beer.
One thing RFL won’t compro
mise on is their music — not even for
success. Sure; they all dream about
becoming full-time musicians
someday; but success is an off-key
idea; wdth a lot of nasty connota
tions they would rather do without.
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"Being successful is a pretty dan
gerous thing; ” Nicoletta says. "You
start selling yourself as a product. ”
The one-step-past-the-garageband syndrome is the essence of
the RFL image; one they’d like to
maintain. Part of that image is that
they are a politically minded and
motivated rock n’ roll band.
"Our politics won’t change;’’
Smith says. "Just the issues of our
community’s concern.’’
"Everyday Revolution ” is just a
sample of their dancing music with
a message.
When members of a local rock
band start integrating their own
music into their live act it's usually

a big step. It really means some
thing. The band makes a move from
imitation to creation; a move
toward "making it ” in the music
business.
Bellingham’s RFL has slowly
been doing this since it began; less
than two years ago. Twelve of its
40-plus song repertoire are original
material. But none were written
wdth the usual in-search-of-a-hotspotlight-and-con tract-hustle
future in mind.
What most bands do in the latter
instance is play enough top-40 to
catch the audience’s attention;
and then force-feed what usually
amounts to a handful of original;
boring-as-shit; commercial
sounding songs.

With RFL; the message; not the
money; inspires its songs. "It
makes me feel less powerless;”
Flanders says. He sings most of the
political songs and leaves the rest to
Ling and; occasionally; Nicoletta.
"It’s a good feeling to be able to get a
message across without having it
interpreted by media. Our message
of peace; no war; no authoritarian
ism is received straight from the
source.”
And sure; they throw in a couple
of Stones’ songs and even a righte
ous version of Hendrix’s "Watchtower. ” It seems they play these for
another reason than just to make
people listen to their material.
Their original music defines itself
in two parts: lyrics vvdth a poignant
political message and foot-stomp
ing rock — without synthesized;
electronic additives. It’s all natural.
It’s all "danceable. ”
The five members all live and
work (when they can) in Bel
lingham. They have assumed an
attitude: "We re a political rock band
wdthout much of a fortune-filled
future; but we re playing here and
now and that’s where it’s at any
way. ” Of course; political rock
bands are nothing neW; these days
especially; thanks to the mass
media-hyped versions cloned by
the Clash (brought live to Seattle fans
by Schlitz beer). RFL delivers a
political message; but it’s not
garbled and made meaningless via
the mass media’s hypodermic
needle.
The political convictions that sur
face in their music didn’t arrive on
the crest of a European wave.

Break time for Radio Free Lynden. They use music to express their politicai views. They
consider rock music a vital organ of a politically-minded community. “And if it wasn’t
fun, we wouldn’t do it,” Ling says.

Instead; their support for political
activism grew up on the back roads
of life in the Northwest.
Local nuclear arms reduction
groups; anti-draft; anti-Trident and
stop-military-aid-to-El Salvador
groups inspire many of the songs
they write. This is because they
usually are involved wdth at least
one group all the time.
This outside involvement gives
them the sense they are a part of the
community. They serve a social
function beyond playing music.
"We spark people into action; ” Ling
says.
The 28-year-old Ling says that
there are so many political fac
tions in a community; music is a
way to unify it. Ling has been in and
out of bands since he was 15 and
makes his living giving guitar les
sons and painting houses.
Indeed; the best way to unify
a community very well may be
with dancing music. It brings people
wdth a common cause together to
have a good time.
But not everyone understands
music like RFL. They have their
opposition; too.

Let’s not forget James Watt.
"Of course; Watt hates rock; it’s a
challenge to the status quO; to his
way of life; ” Flanders said.
Despite their heavy hand in polit
ical music wdth John Lennon’s "free
your mind instead ” overtones; they
consider themselves just as
strongly a dance band.
RFL considers dancing a partici
patory sport — one that includes
the band. Without the energy from a
shaking-all-over audience; RFL’s
energy would die. It’s a symbiotic
relationship.
"We give energy...OK; but nothing
happens until the audience
responds by dancing; getting into
it; ” Ling says. "They give us the
energy right back. This starts a cycle
between the band and the people.
That’s when we start having a good
time. ” Part of the energy that Ling
delivers is his classic rock ’n’ roll;
two-finger leads and possibly the
hottest blues harp in the county.
RFL seems to be a band intent on
playing wdth the audience; not for
them. This was apparent last spring
when they played at their pro(Continued on ne^t page)
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claimed home base^ the Up & Up.
Those wdlling to pay the $2 cover
charge left five hours later buzzed
on Red Hook ale; sweating and sat
isfied. It’s not a matter ofwaiting for
a good song to dance tO; it’s waiting
for a bad one to stop for a breather.
When RFL playS; dancing is
required.
Nicoletta; 38 (also a published
poet); lived in the heart of Bob
Dylan’s best years. Before discover
ing how well he could manipulate
the keys on a Rhodes; he sang and
played political-folk music with an
acoustic guitar during most of the
’60s and ’70s. RFL; however; is the
first band in which he’s played.
Thompson; 28; started playing
drums in junior high and high
school. He returned to the danceband scene; after nearly 10 years of
'doing other things; ” when he
joined RFL in the late fall of 1982.
Ling met the two other original
members; Smith and Flanders (who
already were good fiiends fi’om
working at Blackberry Press); in
1979 at a Crab Shell Alliance anti
nuclear power rally. The three soon
discovered not only their common
political interests; but music as
well. Soon after; they began playing
together.
After nearly two years of once-ina-while jamming; they got a band
together. And even then; "The
Exploding Poodles ” didn’t make it
much further than fiiends’ parties.
"The name was in bad taste and
so was ourmusiC;’’ Smith says. "We
got the name fi'om the stoiy about
the lady who put her poodle in the
microwave to diy it and it
exploded. ” The 24-year-old played
guitar for 12 yearS; "never really
knowdng what I was doing; ” before
taking enough bass lessons to start
him playing along with records.
Now he and his ’63 Fender jazz bass
are the heart of RFL’s driving
rhythm.
Six months later; in April 1982;
Radio Free Lynden took its first professional job at the Up & Up;
with drummer Casey Hill and key
boardist Bill Sodt. The two eventu
ally parted RFL’s company; leaving
the original three.
That fall Thompson joined them
on the drums. Getting a job still was

IZ
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tough. "We’ve always been too
weird for a place like Pete’s (Tav
ern);’’ Flanders says.
After a couple months of inactiv
ity; Nicoletta joined the band; and
they were ready for another spring
debut at the Up & Up.
"They’re easy to come to terms
with; ” Smith says. "We keep all the
cover; and they get a boost in beer
sales.’’
But don’t get the idea that they
live just for the out-of-the-way bar
scene. They ’ve had their taste of the
fast-paced; slick-show atmosphere
of Charley’s and the benefit dances
as well. Last spring it was an all-age
event for the Citizens In Solidarity
with the People of El Salvador
(CISPES).
The benefit; all the members
agree; was more RFL’s style. Espe
cially in the Assumption Gym;
where wdld dancing — one man
wore nothing but gym shorts and
dance shoes — was permitted.
Playing more and more in public
hasn’t affected their music with a
message. If anything; RFL wdll start
including more of their own mate
rial in their act. The message is
clear:
"Everyday Revolution;’’ "No War;’’
"Children of the Empire ” and "Hey
Ronnie ” (sung to the tune of terrible
Ted Nugent’s "Hey Baby’’); all ask for
peace; social and political change;
and the end to violence; racism and
sexism in the world. For RFL; the
best place to start is in its
community.
Even their name is a statement.
Ling explains:
"Lynden’s (the town 14 miles
north of Bellingham and famous for
its no-dancing ordinance) view of
social interaction — that drinking
and dancing leads to lewdness and
looseness — is part of the tradi
tional Puritan ethics that can be
traced throughout American his
tory. We want to make a jab at it, all
of it; not just Lynden. An open
society needs to be flexible. ”
Ling received his bachelor’s
degree in history on the East Coast
and now slowly is working on a
teaching degree at Western.
Flexible also describes RFL’s
songs. Besides the StoneS; Hendrix
and originals; they bridge the musi

cal gap between the new wave; Talk
ing Heads and country western;
Johnny "Take This Job and Shove
It’’ Paycheck
Besides their musiC; the differ
ence between RFL and a band such
as the Allies; Thompson sayS; is
marketing aspects. Thompson con
siders it a "real compromise playing
for that kind of money...you have to
create a marketable image. ”
Not for RFL. One reason they stick
to the rough-cut image is because
they really can’t afford to do otherwdse. Clean T-shirtS; dirty jeans and
worn tennis shoes are as close as
they get to creating a marketable
image. Undoubtedly; their attire
will vary little fi'om tonight’s after
work practice to Friday’s
appearance.
Even their T-shirt business holds
true to their image. Flanders
scooped up an armful of shirts in
the 50-cent bin at the Salvation
Army and printed the band’s name
above the image of a man with his
fingers in his ears.
Some may recognize the man as
General Dozier; the American Army
honcho whom the Italian Red Brigade
kidnapped. As part of his torture;
they forced him to listen to rock
music. The picture of Dozier with
his fingers in his ears was released
to show he was still very much alive.
It has become RFL’s trademark.
Their chances of success? Slim at
this point; but it depends on how
one measures it. They’ve yet to go
outside a 40-mile radius of Bel
lingham. But that’s not the point.
Their true success lies elsewhere.
They are a band that has risen
from the roots of a politically active
community and they continue to
grow with it. RFL has woven itself
into the political fabric wdth music
as a contribution to the cause;
instead of saturating it like a spilled
Schlitz beer.
And that’s fine wdth the RFL five
— as long as there are people who
like to dance with them; not for
them; they’ll continue to live by
what they play.
But right noW; they have a dozen
more songs to practice before cal
ling it a night. Smith insists they do
"Everyday Revolution ” until they
get it right. They all agree. ■

GEOF MORGAN
SPEAKING TO
THE HEART

by
scott
ansky
photos by albert fields

f

Geof Morgan looks and sounds
like a country songwriter—with a
strong; sweet; tanging voice. His lyr
ics contain a lot of the earthy feeling
of country music. They are clever
and full of puns like country’s best.
Morgan has even written some
top-selling country songS; includ
ing'Busiest Memory in Town; ” It’s
Me and You ” and ‘I’ve Got 20-20
Vision. ” Humdingers? Well if those
titles sound a bit humdrum; Mor
gan understands. His early hits
were pretty “soft ” compared to
what he has written since.
Today Morgan considers main
stream country music to be part of
his past. He left the Nashville
recording industry to mint two
albums of his own — albums that
hardly wdll bring in the bucks of top
selling country music.
Now Morgan performs a new

brand of music that is important to
him. He sings against sexism; com
petition; nuclecir power and socie
ty’s fear of homosexuals; he sings in
favor of a world with univers2il love
and community; where men as well
as women can experience mutual
intimacy.
“Politically; we re in a time when
all issues intertwine; ” Morgan said.
“The nuclear freeze is connected
with sexism; in that the need for
more and more bombs is the need
to flex our muscles.
“That comes from our culture’s
concept of masculinity. A lot of our
problems are tied to an American
concept of masculinity that is
dehumanizing.
“We re capable of creating an
earth that is peaceful of having
respect for the earth; of cooperating
with each other and of learning to

..Jb..

love each other;’’ Morgan said.
Morgan said he maintains a close
alliance with feminists and gayS;
because he believes their causes are
very similar to his. He has played at
conferences sponsored by political
groups; such as the National Men’s
Conference on Men and Masculin
ity and rallies; such as “ Take Back
the Night; ” an anti-rape gathering
sponsored by Bellingham’s Rape
Relief He also collaborated with gay
songwriter Charlie Murphy on
Murphy’s recent album.
Morgan’s involvement with the
men’s movement paralleled his
own process of re-evaluation and
discovery. When his first marriage
ended in divorce a few years agO; he
was starting to become an advocate
of the men’s movement.

His first wife; Judy; strongly sup(Continued on ne?ct page)
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GEOF MORGAN
ported Morgan when he started a
men's consciousness-raising
group. Morgan had admired the
intimacy Judy had with feminists;
but he also felt men confronted
many obstacles barring them from
their own feelings and their expe
rience of intimacy with each other.
Three years after marr}dng Judy;
Morgan decided he had to leave
because Judy seemed threatened
by his growth wdthin the men's
movement. Although Morgan re
mained heterosexual; his involve
ment with men made it easier for
him to affirm himself Before; he
had relied almost solely on women
for support.
"I had to leave Judy because she
could affirm my growth only as long
as I stayed with her. It was hard to
do that and be growing so much; "
Morgan said.
That year he wrote the title song
of his first album; devoted to men's
music. The chorus lines go:
You tell me I need to show more
concern
My intellectual games only make
you feel burned
You say what I'm feeling I always
conceal

Could you explain what you mean
exactly by feel?
I get so weary watching men
compete
In everything they do at home or
on the street
Best job, best car, always on top
But now I'm the best liberated man
at the shop."
The subject of the song — his
desire to understand intimacy; and
his awareness of competition as an
obstacle to intimacy — were issues
for the men at the conference.
Those men applauded Morgan,
who was overwhelmed by their
response.
"It was a transforming expe
rience for me, " Morgan said. 1
began to see myself as a catalyst for
men."
Since the early '70S; Morgan has
continued to reconsider his point
of view as a man and a songwriter.
Many of the songs on his two
albums were written for conferen
ces and rallies.
Morgan estimated he spends
four months of each year on the
road. He met his present wife,
Nancy, while he was performing in

Morgan with his daughter, Danielle. Family
life inspires Morgan’s most recent songs.
“We’re capable of creating an earth that is
peaceful, of having respect for the earth,
of cooperating with each other and of
learning to love each other.”

the Northwest.
"It was really funny how we met. I
was immediately attracted to
her...She's really centered in herself,
and that has been good forme, too."
Their four-month romance led to
marriage. Last summer, Nancy and
Morgan had their first child.
A year ago Morgan left Nashville
to live in Bellingham wdth Nancy
and her nine-year-old daughter,
Danielle.
Morgan and Nancy, originally
from Arlington, decided to live in
Bellingham because the commun
ity is supportive of musicians and
is progressive, Morgan said.
Family life has inspired Morgan
as a songwriter. He recently wrote a
song about Nancy's pregnancy and
another about fathering.
Morgan also organized a support
group and a phone network for
men who are violent or sexually
aggressive.
"Men need to learn how to be in
touch wdth their feelings and also
how to be assertive without getting
violent. What causes men to get vio
lent and what causes men to be
unable to express their own feelings
is the same thing, " Morgan said. "I
think I could help circumvent the
intellect and speak to the heart."®

THE BITTERSWEET ADDICTION
By Becky Webley
She put on her long coat and shoes and grabbed
her car keys. It was 2 a.m. She closed the apartment
door gently; so she wouldn't wake her roommate.
The drive was a short ono; and soon she was at the
all-night grocery store; buying five chocolate bars.
Then she drove home; filled wdth anticipation.
Once there; she immediately sat down and
devoured all five of the bai’s in less than three
minutes.
Do you secretly (or otherwise) crave chocolate? It
usually doesn't matter what form the chocolate is in:
Oreos; FrangoS; candy barS; browmies; mousse and
chocolate cake all are very tempting. Some people
actually believe they are addicted to chocolate. But is
their addiction physical or purely psychological?
Most of what is known about chocolate; before
Cortes first tasted it at the court of the Aztec emperor
Montezuma; is based upon myth and conjecture. In
1528; however; the conquering Spanish returned
home wdth a drink they called chocolate. In 1615; at a
royal wedding; it was introduced to France. Within
40 yearS; its popularity had spread to England.
Chocolate is made from the bean of the cocoa
tree; which grows only in equatorial regions. The
process of refining chocolate is a long one. First the
beans must ferment and be allowed to dry. Then
they must be roasted; ground and pressed
into a fluid called called bitter chocolate.
Bitter chocolate; sugar; vanilla; cocoa butter and
milk all go into the making of chocolate. Despite
beliefs that chocolate is really bad for yoU; it does
contain some nutrients.
Shelly Zylstra; nutritionist for the food services on
campuS; says that chocolate is fairly high in nut
rients for a sweet treat; but compared to a carrot or
hamburger; it doesn't have many vitamins and min
erals. It does have; however; vitamins A and D; cal
cium; phosphorus and potassium.
Many myths about chocolate are being disproved
with current research. One is that chocolate is bad

for your teeth. It isn't the cocoa that's bad — it's the
sugar in the candy.
A second myth is that chocolate causes acne. Not
true. Dr. Edward Kauffman; a dermatologist at the
Northwest Medical Center in Bellingham; says
chocolate and acne are unrelated.
Another myth is that chocolate is a dangerous
drug. It does have some caffeine; but it would take 20
cups of cocoa to equal the caffeine in one cup of
coffee; Zylstra says.
Chocolate also contains sugar and theobromine;
both stimulants. These may cause mood swings
fi"om an artificial high to an artificial low; says Sandra
Boynton; author of "Chocolate: The Consuming
Passion."
A woman on the East Coast believed that she was
addicted to chocolate. She couldn't go a day without
eating some; so she went to a Schick Center for
overeaters and people wdth food problems. They
made her sit in front of a mirror; chew her favorite
candy bar and then watch herself spit it out. By the
10th session she had no desire to eat or probably
even to look at chocolate.
Some people believe that chocolate is a substitute
for affection. This does have some scientific basis.
Chocolate contains the chemical phenylethylamine;
which is identical to the substance manufactured by
the brain of a person in love; Boynton says.
The conclusion from studies about this finding is
that chocolate obsession is a form of self-medication
for the jilted lover. He or she may be trying to syn
thesize the "high " of being in love.
If you crave chocolate; Boynton suggests that :
—You find time to be alone wdth your chocolate.
—Avoid sudden or prolonged separations.
—Take time to listen to your chocolate.
And when you and your chocolate aren't hitting it
off (it melts all over your hands or best pants); just tiy
to imagine what your life would be like wdthout
chocolate. ■
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When his workday ends, Duane
Lunde, a teacher at Bellingham
Vocational Technical Institute,
drops his tools and textbooks and
heads to a friend* s field hallway
between Bellingham and Lynden*
There he harnesses himself to his
kit-built aircraft, the ultralight.
Classified as motorized hang
gliders by the Federal Aviation
Administration, ultralights cost
about $5,000 and can be assembled
in one week As long as they don t
exceed the FAA's maximum weight
and speed limits, no pilot*s license
is required.
Two years ago the ultralight bug
bit Lunde. Now he owns a pair of
them, one of which he's talked his
fnend, Catrina Shalton, into flying.
While aluminum and Dacron
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have replaced wood and cloth,
Lunde's Quicksilver MXs, as with
some other ultralight brands, share
characteristics reminiscent of early
pioneer aircraft. Both old and new
models utilize only the essential
elements for flight.
The sparse equipment is held
together by a skeleton of tubing,
which is drawn together tautly with
cable, lust as in the 'good old
days/' the pilot is surrounded by air
rather than a cockpit or fuselage.
Lunde's latest, a two-seater, is
outfitted wath a "Joy stick" for steer
ing, similar to a conventional air
craft. His first ultralight the one
Shalton flies, is called a weight-shift
model. Shalton straps herself into a
harness that is suspended from the
wing. When she shifts her position,
the cables running from the har
ness to the steering mechanism
change the direction of the
ultralight.
Both Quicksilvers have 32-foot
wing spans and are powered by
light-weight, high-powered snow
mobile engines that turn twobladed wooden propellers. A cou
ple of tugs on the rope-pull starter
brings the engine to life, and fuel
level checks take only a glance
overhead at the translucent plastic
fuel tank. Since each plane is
equipped with "lots of quickrelease pins and wing nuts," Lunde
they can be disassembled eas
ily and trucked to other locations.
"They're actually quite mainte
nance free."
Ultralights in Whatcom County
still are as much the novelty as their
tum-of-the-centmy counterparts.
People in cars pull off the road to
get a better look, kids stop playing
and wave, and Lunde said he’s had
no problems when he’s landed
unannounced in farmers’ fields.
Lunde is careful not to spook daily
cows by landing too close to them.
This common-sense approach
should ensure Lunde continues to
get the red-carpet treatment in the
county’s abundant green pastures.
Unscheduled landings are
Lunde’s biggest eonce^. ,LiJ

coming in without power—during
and after his initial ultralight train
ing. He said ultralights get into the
most trouble by running into
objects, such as power lines and

he considers the Quicksilver design
to be quite stable. Yet, he likes to
pilot his ultralights only when the
wind is almost non-existent, so he
can relax while flying "I’ve found it
(high wind) not to be veiy enjoyable.
It's more fun when it's calm out," he
said.
Where does Lunde go when
weather permits? Anywhere except
over large bodies ofwater. That way
if an emergency arises, he can put
down on diy land.
Lunde has flown to the Acme Val
ley east of Deming and to friends'
homes in Birch Bay, Lynden and
Sandy Point. Any level strip more
than 300 feet long is fair game.
And when Lunde wants to drop
in for a visit, he literally can do just
that. ■

Even though his Quicksilvers are
capable of 10,000-foot altitudes,
Lunde prefers flying somewhere
between 1,000 and 2,000 feet If an
engine failure should happen at
1,000 feet, his weight shift model
can glide for about one mile, giving
its pilot enough time to pick an
emergency landing strip.
Another reason for sticking to
such low heights is the plane’s slow
cruise speed of 40 mph. "It doesn't
seem like Tm going anywhere (at
higher altitudes)," Lunde said,
A licensed pilot for seven years,
In an ultralight, the pitot and
jpassenger have nothing
I separating them f rom the atr
In front and the ground
below, which 1$ often 2,000
leet away.
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Being self-sufficient in this com
plex world is not easy.
Allison Kutz and Paul Troutman
have known this for two years. Their
business; Cascade Cuts, a small
greenhouse operation they own;
built and operate independently;
will make its first profit this year.
What the recently married cou
ple is doing comes from a lifelong
yearning. The hassles ofworking for
others made them want to start
their own business; so did their love
of plants.
The spirit of self-reliance is every
where at Cascade Cuts. Kutz
designed and painted their busi
ness sign. Troutman; with the help
of fiiends; erected the two green
houses. The greenhouses are par
tially heated by wood stoves that
Troutman built fi"om 50-gallon oil
barrels. Even the fi^eesia bulbs —
the mainstay of their business —are
heat-treated in a "sauna" room that
Troutman built.
Together the couple designed an
underground heating system for
the greenhouses. Now the soil
remains at 60 degrees Fahrenheit
alleviating the burden of expensive
heating costs. Troutman also
designed and installed an irrigation
system that feeds from a pond on
their property.
Although starting their business
was not easy their previous knowl
edge helped. Troutman graduated
from the University of Georgia in
plant pathology. Afterward; he
worked for greenhouse operations
(Continued on neyt pa^ge)

preceding page: Paul Troutman
carefully selects freesias inside the
greenhouse he and his friends
constructed.
above left: An aerial view of Cas
cade Cuts, above: The handpainted sign leads to the 14,000
square feet under cultivation, left:
Paul Troutman’s office, below:
Troutman and Kutz harvest
delphiniums.
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CASCADE CUTS
from California to Washington.
Kutz studied plant biology at West
ern. She also worked for several
flora-culture firms in western
Washington.
Inside their small home^ Trout
man and Kutz reflected on the start
of Cascade Cuts.
"We started on about $4,000 for
the first greenhouse and about
$1,200 for the first set of freesia
bulbs," said Troutman, reaching for
his cup of herb tea. "That's not
much to start a business with.
"Ali was going to Hawaii to study
orchids. Instead, she decided to put
the money into the business. That’s
how we got into business toge
ther — we rented this farm, praying
we didn’t have to move.
"I can’t believe we started with
that little, ” Kutz said, adding "and
now we re so in debt."
The debts piled up when they
decided to expand their business
and buy the property they were
renting. This year, the business will
make its first profit, with sales gross
ing more than $40,000 in 1983,
Troutman said.
The couple said they owe their
sales success to their number-oneselling flower, the freesia. A fragrant
bulb flower, originally from Hol
land, the freesia is catching on in
this area, Troutman said.
Kutz said, "The freesia sells
itself It’s a beautiful flower with an
aroma that acts as a natural room
deodorizer."
But conflicting with their success
is the outside competition from
overseas growers who import cut
flowers from Holland and
Colombia.
Troutman hopes his locally
grown flowers, which have no addi
tional freight costs added in, can
offset the imports.
Growing freesias, however, is not
easy, Troutman said. "There aren’t
a lot of growers in the area...so we
learn a lot on our own."
One man, "the guru, ” from Lan
gley, B.C., shares his expertise wdth
the couple. " 'The guru ’ has been
growdng freesias for more than 15
years, ” Kutz said. Since his market
is Vancouver, B.C., not Washington,
he is generous wdth his information,
she said.
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right: Kutz’s golden lab Sousia harasses one of the eight
ducks, which eat the slugs in
the flower beds, below: The
fragrant freesias — a Euro
pean tradition, bottom:
Instead of going to Hawaii to
study orchids, Kutz decided
to invest her time and money
into Cascade Cuts.

Cascade Cuts is almost 2 years
old, but Troutman and Kutz’s spirit
of self-reliance and growth has not
dimmed. They hope the European
tradition of giving and receiving
flowers every day will find its way
into the American culture.
In Europe, flowers are a daily part
of life, Kutz said. "Too many other
things are important to Americans,
like plastic mums," she said, as she
rubbed some homemade herb balm
on her blistered hands.
“We love our work," Troutman
said. Although, he admitted, when
the wdnd blows, sometimes he
doesn’t get much sleep, or when it
gets close to bloom time he gets
anxious.
"It’s hard work, ” he said. "But it’s
satisfying to work for yourself ” ■

By Bruce Moon
What’s the matter, kid? You say
you’re stressed out? You say the
accounting society excommuni
cated you because you screamed
and ran out of class after your calcu
lator fell and shattered during the
exam?
As a subject of conversation,
mental health is about as popular
as test-taking or having a cold. No
one seems to talk about it unless it
already has affected him or is
dubbed contagious. It Usually isn’t
an "interesting” problem until
some extreme act, such as suicide,
drawls a gossiping crowd.
While suicide attempts are
uncommon at Western, and suc
cessful attempts quite rare, milder
forms of emotional distress seem to
spread like plagues during crucial
periods of students’ lives at college.
A list of reactions to stress can be
a list of opposites because no two
people deal with it in exactly the
same way.
Some people try to be perfect
achievers and take on all their work
at once. Others worry so much
about one project that they leave no
time for other tasks.
Under extreme pressure some
people eat more and gain weight,
while others forget to eat and lose
not only weight but strength. Some
even become sick with anything
from colds to ulcers. Others exer
cise more and become healthier.
Midterms, final exams, speeches.

reports and choosing a major are
academic pressures that can chal
lenge students’ ability to control
their lives.
An unpredictable social life can
combine with these school pres
sures to turn the road to success
into a trail of fin strati on.
Sometimes all that’s needed is a
second opinion. Talking to fnends
about minor problems undoubt
edly can help.
But distress affects individuals in
complex, often hidden ways that
can weaken the spirit and the body.
When the only vitality surging
th rough the body is the adrenaline,
caused by acute fear, one might
consider a third opinion.
Western offers a multitude of
counseling services to help stu
dents cope with the pressures of
college life.
Their theme is early intervention.
The approach is to help students
help themselves before their minor
concerns become major problems.
Among the campus services are
the Office of Student Life, the Aca
demic Advisement Center, the
Career Planning and Placement
Center and Health Services.
Tim Douglas, dean of students
and director of the Office of Student
Life, said counselors at Western
attempt to care for students’ needs
within the campus community.
His office is open for general
counseling and for help in planning

major scheduling adjustments,
such as leaves of absence.
He said decision making is per
haps the most fi^ustrating responsi
bility thrust upon college students.
Choosing a major often seems like
defining the boundaries of their
entire futures — as though no
other choices exist, he said.
Students’ feelings of despair
seem to intensify as their financial
options appear to narrow, Douglas
said. He cited an ill economy, with
its high unemployment and cut
backs in social services, as a proba
ble demoralizer that makes some
people give up hope and even quit
school.
But many students cling to
school, because it may be the one
structure that gives their lives focus,
he said.
Douglas advised students con
cerned about stress to be aware of
changing eating and sleeping pat
terns, irritability and sudden with
drawals fi'om social life.
The Academic Advisement Cen
ter helps students by referring them
to the various counseling services.
Students concerned about longrange plans can visit the Career
Planning and Placement Center. Its
counselors offer vocational advice
and a library of career research
materials, including "The Selfdirected Search, ” a sampler of selfevaluating approaches that help
(Continued on ne^t page)
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STUDENT STRESS
students recognize their vocational
interests. The center also has
information about job markets and
how to make the transition from
school to full-time careers.
Candy Wiggum^ assistant direc
tor of the Counseling Center;
defined stress as "anything that
impinges onyou; good or bad." She
said stress is a physiological reac
tion in which the body's initial
chemical response to unwanted
emotions; such as fear; are the same
as its responses to positive emo
tions; such as excitement. This
makes tracing the root of a patient's
problem especially difficult
because each person has a different
combination of symptoms.
Counselor Michael King said cur
rent attitudes about getting help
for emotional strain are more
accepted in "recognizing that
you've got some sort of problem. It's
something you can get help wdth;
just as vvdth a physical illness."
He said different reactions to
pressure depend on a person's out
look on life. For many people; a
"problem" can be turned into
something useful; a way to learn.
He said that of last winter's 9; 117
student population; approximately
75 percent; or 6;900 students; were
aware of the different counseling
services on campuS; and that 15 to
18 percent; or approximately 1;500
students; visited the Counseling
Center.
King estimated that two-thirds of
the patients seek help for personal
problems and one-third for voca
tional guidance.
"It's not atypical for students to
put less research into choosing a
major than choosing a stereO;" he
said.

King leads an eight-week work
shop called "Overcoming Perfec
tionism." The group examines a
two-sided phenomenon: one; that
some students set unreasonably
high goals for themselves; only to be
discouraged when forced to settle
for less; and twO; that some become
addicted to setting such goals for
everything they dO; simply because
earlier objectives were met.
Therapy includes becoming
aware of unrealistic assumptions
about achievement and scaling
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down the work load into tasks small
enough to be handled one at a time.
Wiggum said; "The secret of con
trolling stress is keeping a balance
in your life."
Three years ago she began a
headache and stress reduction
group; having discovered that of 230
students sampled; 55 had head
aches at least once every two weeks.
The workshop focused on a
method of stress reduction that was
common to all of the different ther
apies: learning how to relax.
An important part of stress
reduction therapy is defining aca
demic goals and deciding how
serious students are about their
work. The counselors can help
define this fundamental motivation.
"Patients don't always know why
they come in; " Dorothy CroW;
another counselor; said. Many stu
dents come for help after hearing
from friends about the Tutorial
Center's one-to-one counseling
sessions for specific classes. Others
receive special assistance wdth
learning disabilities and motivation
problems; she said.
The Tutorial Center's resources
include motivation/relaxation
tapes for relieving test anxiety and
improving self-discipline.
The calm but assertive voice on
the self-discipline tape says that
without self-discipline; more severe
forms of emotional instability can
arise to upset one's sense of reality.
Early correction of work-avoidance
habitS; therefore; can restore a
semblance of control.
The "Systematic Desensitization
for Test Anxiety" tapes invite
further imagination. The tapes float
the listener through five lessonS;
the first of which establishes a
procedure for tuning in to a relaxed
state. Follow-up lessons use com
bined relaxation and visualization
techniques to help students
"unlearn" their fears.
Visualization is an effective and
common method for dealing with
stress in most "mind-over-matter"
situations. Many athletes train their
minds by picturing themselves
successfully completing an event
before actually doing that event. In
his classes; speech professor J. Dan
Rothwell describes the need for

positive visualization practice the
night before making a speech.
In addition to general counseling
and workshops; the Counseling
Center provides "autogenic train
ing" and "biofeedback."
Autogenic training is an extensive
form of combined relaxation and
stress reduction techniques that
pick up where the test anxiety tapes
leave off; Wiggum said.
In biofeedback therapy; elec
tronic machines register impulse
responses to specific stress tests.
This can help to pin down a
patient's specific reaction to realworld circumstances. But King said
the machine's great shortcoming is
its inability to listen. None of the
quick-test methods are effective
without some combined counsel
ing.
Reactions to high stress often
reveal themselves in more physi
cally obvious illnesses.
Evelyn Schuler; director of the
campus health services; said that
near exam time; students often wait
in lines for treatment of colds;
insomnia; nausea; diarrhea and
constipation. She said students
who are self-conscious about stress
should feel free to consult nurses at
Health Services.
But; she said; if the illness comes
near exam time; students may want
to wait to see if it subsides after the
test.
Tension; a physical reaction to
stresS; is a major block to studying.
Many students tighten their back
neck and facial muscles to fend off
the pressure.
The Counseling Center's booklet;
'Healthy Choices: Alternatives for
Students Under Stress/' offers tips
on quick painless ways to avoid; for
example; exploding in a fit over
your textbook or collapsing in a
stupor of boredom. The concise
booklet; edited by Wiggum; is a brief
symposium of various counselors'
suggestions for reducing stress.
Methods include breathing prop
erly exercise; diet visualization;
study skills and common sense.
The counselors said learning to
relax is much like learning anything
one truly desires. With purpose;
determination and practice; the
benefits always outweigh the costs.

When metal sculptor Blake Grinstein dons his furry-eared; featherchinned welding helmet; he
resembles more a character that
just 'ga-lumped' out of Maurice Sendak's "Where the Wild Things Are"
than an art student with serious
pursuits. Yet; from rusting heaps of
half-inch iron plate; salvaged pipe
and junkyard booty (like arm-length
garage door springs); 25-year-old
Grinstein produces some of
Western's more amusing and also
some of its more controversial
sculpture.
'Humor makes the sculpture
digestible...like a political cartoon;"
Grinstein said whose life-sized pie
ces often sprout crescent homs;
spiked tails or long, beaked noses.
Some of his workS; such as "Suez
Canal; ' make use of foot-operated
pedals to maneuver jagged-tooth
jaws. Others; such as the controver
sial piece "Rape Mechanics;" use
spring-loaded arms to launch
objects through a channel and
finally explode them on impact.
Grinstein calls his sculpture
"participatory; because people are
encouraged to interact with it." To
encourage participation; Grinstein
often provides his sculptures and
his viewers with a look-through;
masquerade-style face mask. Usu
ally fitted to a vertical pole; at eye
level; the mask has a dual purpose;
Grinstein said.
"I'm convinced that most people
walk down the street and do not
look at anything. The mask is point
ing your eyes to look at something."
Grinstein directs people to look
at rockS; a grove of trees and even a
half-inch thick rusted steel slab.

PHOTOS BY ALBERT FIELDS

In the case of his sculpture "The
Kiss" — two welded masks facing
nose to nose wdth a 6-foot slab of
steel wedged in between — Grinstein said; "the piece illustrated an
experience I had when I was look
ing at someone: Looking but not
seeing; hearing but not listening.
The masks stood for the barriers we
often set between ourselves.
"I believe a great number ofpeo{Continued on ne^t page)
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STEEL IDEALS
pie do a great deal of hiding. The
masks serve this idea as well/'
Born in Arcadia, a suburb of Los
Angeles, Grinstein's family moved
to Seattle when he was 4 years old.
It was at Lakeside High School, in
the seventh grade, that he began
painting and ceramics. 'At the time,
I didn't want to do anything but
work in the ceramics class. "
But, in 1974, during his sophomore year in high school, some
thing changed. "I stopped attend
ing classes. I was totally out of
touch with any perspective of
myself...My parents thought Secret
Harbor, a home for emotionally dis
turbed children, was the answer.'"
Grin stein spent 18 months at
Secret Harbor. It was a long time, he
said, but 'It was the first time I was
able to sit down and really take a
look at myself. "
Last summer he was asked to
pay a second visit to the home. The
director commissioned him to
build a sculpture for the grounds,
under one condition. The other res
idents could help, too.
Not long after leaving Secret Har
bor, Grinstein entered Western,
where he studied chemistry for two
years before leaving school to work
on a crab boat in the Bering Sea.
"When I returned to school IV2
years later, I designed my own pro
gram. I enrolled mostly in art
classes, first in ceramics, then in
sculpture."
Currently, Grinstein is one of the
few art students working in welded
sculpture. A visit to the eastern
wdng of the art annex may tell you
why:
Hand-held grinders buck and
whine like a buzz saw. Iron slabs
weighing 200 to 300 pounds require
maneuvering without the use of
fancy pulley rigging. Blistering hot
sparks fly like the Fourth of July.
The smell of metal and oil per
meates skin and cloth, and a gen
eral grittiness settles atop every
thing like black sand.
"It s dirty work," Grinstein said,
his eyes darting first to his smudged
blue jeans then to oil-spotted boots.
"But once I get my clothes dirty, I
feel less inhibited . . , appearance
becomes secondary, and all my
energy is directed into the work."
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Grinstein said he often works
impulsively, guided by a roughly
sketched picture of his sculpture.
"Sometimes, I'll be lying in bed,
and suddenly 1 11 get an idea in my
head. It doesn't matter if it's 3 a.m.; I
walk to the studio and start buil
ding...! make a rough drawing, but I
never build ft'om the ground up
without changing the piece.”
Personal experience is often the
primaiy source for Grinstein's
inspiration and ideas. His sculp
ture, he said, is not a means in itself,
but a vehicle for his experience.
"Every sculpture addresses some
thing I've either felt or done."
For one sculpture, however,
Grinstein sought outside expertise.
He spoke with Kathryn Anderson, a
professor of women studies/issues
at Fairhaven College, to make sure
his sculpture, "Rape Mechanics,"
accurately portrayed the issue and
his feelings. After three months of
reworking his sculpture, he placed
it on exhibit at the Viking Union art
gallery.
The piece consists of a 12-foot
"T", laid horizontal to the floor and
fitted with three moving parts. Two
of the parts merge to form a heartshaped gate symbolizing the effort
made to stop rape. The third part—
"the aggressor"—a wheeled box fit
ted with a plaster fist, can be fired
down a slender track into the gate.
Always, the gate closes in fi'ont of
the fist. The fist shatters on impact,
spewing plaster in every direction.
And "the aggressor" is defeated.
"We were trying to say, " Grinstein
said, "maybe, if you try really hard,
you can stop rape every time."
Welding, grinding, cutting and
fitting all are done by hand. Grin
stein said he believes people are los
ing sight of making things by hand.
: Especially at Western, he said,
"where technology and business
get the emphasis. The original root
of technology, techne, used to
mean things people do of skill or
art. It included everything ft'om
buildings to sculpture. "
Much of Grinstein's early sculp
ture addressed the issue of uncon
trolled technology. Early works,
such as "The Rock Crusher" — a
large, smooth rock surrounded by

an exoskeleton of metal — were
made to show the relationship
between things organic (the rock]
and technology.
"I hate to get too spiritual," Grin
stein said, raking his black hair with
his fingers, ' but the rock stands for
the earth, too." For a moment Grin
stein grew quiet, touching the
spark-worn cloth of his jeans. "But I
owe something to technology just
by the fact that I weld."
Grinstein is well aware that art
may never make him rich. But then
again, he is not creating for the sake
of bread and rent. Issues fuel Grin
stein — issues such as women's
rights, ecology and recently, the
emphasis away ft'om the arts.
Like many of his contemporary
counterparts, Grinstein is fi'ustrated with the lack of social and
monetary support for the arts. "All
the arts," he said,"writing, dance,
music, theater...! can't understand
why they are the first to go...why
people think they are filyolous.

"I think there is a parallel between
the way society viewed the contri
bution of women's work and the
way people view the contribution of
artists today. Because women's
work didn't make a tangible mone
tary contribution, people dis
counted it I think artists and the art
world are in the same position
today."
In 4V2 years, the science-majorturned-artist has come quite a dis
tance from the sterile setup of a
laboratory, to the casual studioworkshop where he received his
first and only welding lesson from a
graduating senior.
Now Grin stein is preparing for
one of the luckier breaks to be
offered a new artist; an exhibit in a
major gallery. Early this fall, 8 to 10
of his sculptures will be on display
at the Jackson Street Gallery in
Seattle.
As for the future, Grinstein said, "I
don't think I'll be in welding forever.
I'd like to find some people in the
other arts who would be willing to
collaborate their efforts. And, " he
paused, the comers of his mouth
tucked back like parentheses, "I'd
like to remain political,"®

above left: Sparks fly when Grinstein creates, left; It s dirty
work, but appearance is secondary, below; Grinstein
includes masks with his sculptures to direct people to
rocks, trees and the barriers between themselves.

b/ Nori Shirouzu
phobs by John
Her brother David vv^as shocked.
Darcie Richardson and her lover
were staying for the weekend at
the Richardson family’s cabin on
Vashon Island. David appeared
unexpectedly. In doing so, he
learned something about his
sister—something society has
taught him not to accept.
He realized that Richardson’s
lover was a woman.
After the Western senior returned
from her vacation^ her parents
came by her apartment.
"David was calling me a lezzie
and calling my fi-iend a dyke/’ she
told her father when he got into
the car to leave. "Is she?’’ her
father asked; turning on the ignition.
"...YeS; ” Richardson replied.
She said she still clearly
remembers her father; stepping on
the accelerator and saying; "Then;
he has eveiy right to say it. ”
For a long time she stood there
alone.
After that; she said; her parents
didn’t want to have anything to do
wdth her. "Needless to say; it was a
really hard time. ”
She understands she is a
disappointment to them. "They
see no grandchildren. They don’t
see me leading their values. My
mom always brings up the fact (that)
I used to get along so well wdth boys.
She doesn’t understand. She
doesn’t think I am that way. ”
It’s been more than five years
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since her parents’ discovery.
"Slowly; but surely; they are starting
to see this . . . ” she paused; ". . .
is kind of OK. ”
As wdth her parents; who found it
difficult to accept her lifestyle;
society seems to be taking forever to
end its prejudice toward sexual
minorities.
Meanwhile; against society’s
expectations of sexuality Richard
son has few allies.
Richardson; 27, is a graphic
design major. Last year she was the
co-coordinator of Western’s Sexual

Minority Center (SMC). As a
member of the SMC’s Speaker’s
Bureau program — which was
established to promote better
understanding of sexual minorities
— Richardson has tried to spread
the true picture of homosexuality.
She visits psychology and sociology
classes seven to eight times each
quarter.
About five years ago Richardson
realized she was a lesbian.
Her story begins at the University
of Washington’s women studies
program where she met many les
bians. She said she had a long-time
interest in feminism. (She had
formed a feminist group in high
school.)
After meeting many lesbians
and talking to them; Richardson
started recognizing homosexual
qualities within herself. She
thought; "the lifestyle (that) I was
living; being emotionally and
physically involved wdth men;
wasn’t where I really wanted to be.
"I felt more drawn to women; ”
she said wdth a gentle voice.
Because she had a relationship
wdth a man for 2V2 yearS; she said;
she wondered for weeks if she was
bisexual. Richardson told her manIriend she thought she waS; and he
was "very understanding; ” she said.
Viewdng closely the lesbian
lifestyle; however; "I came to look at
myself as a lesbian and felt that was
truly where I belonged. I didn’t

want to be involved wdth him any
more/’ Richardson said. My new
relationship seemed somehow
“more wonderful and, maybe; more
perfect. '
Richardson met her lover
through the University of Washing
ton’s women studies program and
maintained the relationship until
coming to Western two years ago.
She said she wished she would
have had the option of being a
homosexual earlier.
“I would have been better
equipped to know at an earlier
point of my life that I was a lesbian; ’ ’
she said.
“Just imagine if people were
raised to be involved with whom
they felt good; and there was no
stigma attached to sex at all; ”
Rich^lrdson said; “things would be a
lot different. ” People might not have
to act the way society has
instructed them; she said.
Richardson; who also worked for
Western’s Program Commission as
a graphic designer; lives like anyone
else. “I have bills to pay; and I am
just as behind in my classes as
anybody else; ” she said.
“Anything that is different would
be that we are sometimes
threatened in the heterosexualismdominated world. ”
Despite the growing number of
homosexuals and bisexuals
recently “coming out of the closet ”
and active efforts to develop better
understanding — mythS; hostility
and discrimination continue to
exist.

Richardson said that “Western is
a rather tolerant community for
homosexuals. ”
In everyday life; however;
Richardson doesn’t necessarily
present her homosexuality to her
acquaintances. She avoids
unnecessary hassles.
She said she consciously and
unconsciously avoids words that
immediately reveal her lover’s gender.
She uses gendei^neutral words because
“it would also be foolish to tell everyone
that I meet that I am a homosexual. ”
And Richardson won’t tell
employers during job interviews
about her sexual preference or a
year’s worth of volunteer
experience at the SMC. She’s afraid

Darcie Richardson at her home near Western’s campus. She considers Beiiingham to be an
accepting community — but she stiii foresees change.

employers wouldn’t hire a lesbian.
Homosexuals frequently are left
behind in society. Richardson;
having gone out with anot
her woman since moving to
Bellingham; said; “I can’t even bring
her home to meet my parents;
because they refuse to see her and
any of my lesbian fiiends.’’
And if Richardson and her lover
ever want to get married; she
continued; there would be few
people to celebrate wdth them.
Their wedding only could include
fnends from the small homosexual
community.
Richardson said she hasn’t
suffered from much “trauma or
worry’’ from being a lesbian. She
has survived; being proud enough
to tell the world that she is a lesbian.
The public’s ‘homophobic”
attitudes are nutured by ignorance
of what the homosexual relation
ship is really like; Richardson said.
“The homosexual relationship isn’t
merely sex. Like the heterosexual
relationship; it’s two people tiying
to relate to one another and (trying)
to work something out together.

"I think it is very important for
people to know what has been
happening around them and to
have accurate information about
US; rather than distorted infor
mation.’’
Richardson said now is probably
a good time for society to question
the established sex roles—how
males and females are supposed to
behave to find acceptance in
society.
“So many doors are closed before
us. Can we break those doors? ”
It can be lonely to live up to what
a person really believes in — “ being
blocked out in a small gay commun
ity without any support. ” But
Richardson is determined to be
honest wdth herself.
In her renovated-attic bedroom;
in a house on Sehome Hill; Richard
son gets ready for school. With a
cup of coffee in her hand; she looks
out the wdndow; perhaps thinking
that today’s effort of speaking to a
class won’t immediately dispel the
m}d;hs about homosexuality.
Outside; a sunny sl^ stretches
over Bellingham Bay. ■
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Fear of a nuclear holocaust like a
ghost has been hovering in the
consciousness ofWestern students.
But so far few students have
risen to confront the ghost — or
the real disaster it suggests.
‘Nuclearwar is so depressing. Its
sort of hovering around and few
people talk about it. We tiy to forget
about it and just focus on school;
even though we know we may be
blown up. It's scary;" Mary Vanderbosh; organizer of Students Con
cerned About Nuclear Arms (SCNA);
said.
Campus activists; however; hope
reluctant fear wall change to acti
vism when students begin to realize
how to confront the awesome
defense establishment and the pro
defense consciousness of Ameri
cans; Vanderbosh said.
SCNA likely wall broaden its focus
from the single nuclear freeze issue
to confront what some of its
members see as larger; interde
pendent causes behind nuclecir
escalation; Vanderbosh said.
"I think we may decide to call
ourselves Students For World
Peace.' It wall give us a positive
image; and more students wall want
to get involved;" Vanderbosh said.
Western students so far have
showai themselves to be concerned
about the nuclear issue; but they
are not sure what to do about it,
Vanderbosh said. Her group
amassed more than 3;000 signa
tures on a petition calling for a
bilateral nuclear freeze. It was a
predecessor of the nuclear freeze
resolution that was passed by the
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U.S. House of Representatives last
April.
But no more than 20 students
attended the weekly 9 p.m. candle
light vigils held last year at Red
Square. Less than a dozen students
attended the organizational
meetings.
Vanderbosh looked wdth dismay
at the amended U.S. House resolu
tion; which called on the president
to negotiate a bilateral freeze wdth
the Russians.
“It doesn't commit the president
to anything as it exists. Look even
the congressman from the district
Hanford is in voted for it. And he
turned around and voted for more
missiles. So did a lot of defense
HawkS; " Vanderbosh said.
"El Salvador; fear of the Russians;
missile building—these issues are
related to why we re afraid to nego
tiate an agreement. There is a huge
defense budget toO;" she said.
Fairhaven College professor Bob
Keller agreed that the causes
behind nuclear escalation are not

NEW WAVES IN HAIR

obvious to Americans. The largest
obstacle to reducing arms is the
military-industrial complex; Keller
said. The people who are employed
directly and indirectly by the wea
pons industry could effectively
challenge legislation to reduce the
defense budget or negotiate an
arms freeze; Keller said.
Keller is not an anti-nuclear acti
vist but he did teach a special
course last spring on the nuclear
weapons issue in a senior seminar
at Fairhaven College. He originally
decided to use the nuclear bombs
issue as a special topic because the
issue was relatively obscure to most
Americans.
Keller was surprised that the
anti-nuclear movement gained
enough momentum to bring the
House to pass the freeze resolution.
He said most Americans still aren't
well-informed enough about the
concrete effects of a nuclear war or
of the relative power of each side’s
weaponry.
(Continued on ne^t page)

Though hair styles in Bellingham have been
inundated by new wave and punk cultures, Les
Moodie (right), owner of Les Moodies Hair
Design, says there isn’t one particular trend in
today’s hair fashion. A native of upstate New
York and more recently a resident of Orange
County, Calif., Moodie says the emphasis today
is on the individual’s preference — something
that will meet his or her personality and profes
sional appearance. Accompanying Moodie in
the renovated house-salon on Donovan street
are four assistants, which he considers the sal
on’s artistic team.

The nuclear freeze groups may
be just beginning the long road
toward flushing the atomic ghost
out into the daylight where it can be
confronted. ■

Betty Warren has been collecting
string since she began working for the
speech departments 17 years ago. The
string comes each day wrapped
around the department’s maii. Warren
is in semiretirement now, working oniy
two days per week. She says when she
retires, maybe in two or three years,
she’il ieave her baii behind for poster
ity. She has no idea how long it is.

IDO UTL
Where can couples go when seek
ing confidential and inexpensive
contraceptive needs?
The Mount Baker Planned Par
enthood cliniC; at 500 Grand in Bel
lingham; provides family planning
and medical services at a low cost.
The clinic will serve anyone; but
most clients are women between
the ages of 20 and 29. Men also are
encouraged to come in for informa
tion with or without their women
fnends.
All services are provided by a
trained staff*. Fees are based on a
sliding fee schedule (depending on
income). Most university students;
not living at home; but supported
by their parents; are in category B.
The client on this plan pays 20 per
cent of the total value of the service
provided. The first visit usually
costs $40. On plan B; however; the
client would pay only $8.
No one is ever refused service
because of inability to pay.
The clinic offers a variety of con
traceptives; such as birth-control
pills; diaphragms; condomS; sper
micidal foams and jellies and
intrauterine devices (lUDs).

To purchase prescriptive contra
ceptives; a woman first must take a
brief physical examination. This
consists of a counseling session; a
height and weight measurement; a

blood pressure check an iron
count; a urinalysis; a breast exam
and a pelvic examination.
An exam is not required for nonprescriptive contraceptives; such as
spermicidal foam and condoms.
Anyone can purchase these directly
from the clinic.
The counseling session concen
trates on various types of birth-con
trol methods; their use and
effectiveness.
"Whichever (method) they
choose; they are well informed on
the riskS; the side effects and what
to watch for;” Patti Newstedt com
munity health educator; said.
AlsO; during the counseling ses
sion; a medical history chart is
filled out Tor our protection and
the patient’s protection; ” she said.
This way there is less of a chance of
prescribing the wrong method for a
patient. It also can help the staff
decide if a person may have diffi
culties wdth a certain birth-control
method. The woman may have
used a method before and had
problems;. or perhaps a problem
runs in her family.
Other medical services include
tests for pregnancy; cervical cancer
and gonorrhea.
Counseling and referrals to other
specialists are provided for preg

nancy alternatives (keeping the
baby; abortion or adoption); sterili
zation; infertility; birth planning;
birth-control methods and natural
family planning.
The clinic does not perform abor
tions. The staff refers patients who
want an abortion to a qualified
doctor.
Before an abortion, however, a
patient is well informed of the pros
and cons of abortions and the
methods used. All personal bias is
put aside, Newstedt said.
Another focus of Planned Par
enthood is education and training.
Educators are employed to lead
programs for schools, churches,
community groups, interested par
ents and professionals.
Books, pamphlets and films are
available on various topics, such as
birth-control methods, teenage
pregnancy and human sexuality.
Funded by service fees, local con
tributions and private, state and
federal grants, the clinic has a staff
of 25. They also have 50 volunteers
who play an important role in the
clinic and give about 4,000 hours of
their time.
Planned Parenthood is billed in
its annual report as being "an old
pro: pro child...pro family...pro
choice. ” ■
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when Richard Lyon was a young
boy, his father told him life was like
a train on a long journey to a far
away destination. Every now and
then; the train stops and people get
off. But some people stay on in
hopes of reaching that ultimate
destination.
For Lyon; life has been full of
stops on a journey that has taken
him through more territory of
changing landscapes than most
people cover in an entire lifetime.
Lyon came to Western from
Denver in 1980 to pursue acting and
a master’s of arts degree in direct
ing. By 1982 he had directed and
acted in several plays at Western as
well as with the Bellingham Theater
Guild.
By then he decided that; at age 40,
it was time to take the big step every
serious actor must — he would go
to New York City.
Going there can be a frightening
time for an aspiring actor. It can be
the apex of a career. It also can be a
place where an actor languishes for
yearS; growing older and never
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knowing if his or her big break will
come. It’s an enormous gamble
that Lyon was willing to take.
But the journey to this point in
Lyon’s life has been a long one; filled
with unpredictable twists and
turns characterized by an almost
tireless search for personal identity
and purpose.
Lyon graduated in 1964 Phi Beta
Kappa from Williams College in
Massachusetts with a bachelor’s of
arts in American history and
literature and a minor in Spanish.
It was his Spanish studies that
attracted him to Spain in the
summer after his freshman year.
The summer after his sophomore
year he spent in Chile. After
graduation; he landed a job
teaching at the American School in
Brazil.
One year later; he found himself
in Phon Rang; Vietnam. Lyon said
all his romanticized conventional
beliefs in what the United States
stood for were shattered within a
few weeks of his arrival. "It was as if
the life I had been leading (before

Vietnam) was an 'Alice in
Wonderland’ fairytale; ” he said. The
irony was that he had enlisted out
of a sense of patriotic duty.
Upon his return to the stateS;
Lyon had a difficult time
readjusting. "Life wasn’t as vivid as
in Vietnam. The guy who was
mowing his lawn next door when I
left was doing the same thing when
I got home. They were totally
oblivious to what was happening
over there.”
He then was accepted to Harvard
Law School. But before he started;
his life came surging to a crisis
point; culminating in a nervous
breakdown.
Lyon said he began to reassess all
his long-held values and beliefs. "I
began asking questions I couldn’t
answer. My head was caught in a
whirlwind and I was becoming
oblivious to my surroundings.
There was an intense feeling of
isolation. ”
Lyon finally told his parents he
needed help; and they sent him to
the Veterans Administration

hospital; where he underwent a
month-long treatment. He then
entered a private hospital where
the main difference was better food
and cleaner sheets, he said.
After another month, he was
released. He traveled to Pasadena,
Calif., to live with his brother.
"The world looked very different
now," Lyon said. "I was totally
destroyed in a sense, yet reborn
again."
He moved north to Berkeley after
a short time and "became a hippie."
He began using psychedelic
drugs. But rather than use the
drugs for a mere high, Lyon said he
chose to use them more as a "reli
gious experience."
Lyon said he continued to ask
questions and search within
himself
His questions eventually led him
to "the holy books," such as ''The
Bhagavad-Gzta," The Bible and "The
Tibetan Book of the Dead."
He stopped using drugs and
became heavily involved in yoga.
For the next two years, he
continued his search for inner truth
through intense meditation.
But he was feeling restless. The
meditation was too passive, he said.
He made several trips to a Trappist
monastery where he stayed for
weeks at a time. He began to realize
that the way the monks were living
was more of what he desired. He
said the monks were more active
than the yogis he had been
associated with. The Far Eastern
approach emphasized self-denial,
whereas he needed something
that allowed for individual selfexpression.
After nearly five years of living in
Berkeley, Lyon made a decision, in
1975, to enroll in studies at the Iowa
School of Theology, in Denver, Colo.
There he eventually obtained his
master’s of divinity degree.
It was in Denver that he also
discovered a way to actively express
his inner spirituality. Acting classes
and theater at the University of
Denver provided the perfect arena.
He soon realized that there was
an overlap between spirituality and
acting. All of his inner searching
and diverse experience in life
became very useful. He could

empathize better with the
characters he played.
Lyon said the key to good acting
is the ability to become the
character you’re playing and to
make "real contact ” between
yourself and the other actors. He
said he tries many channels of
communication when he is talking
to people and when he is
rehearsing for productions. When
he finds a channel that "works," he
stays plugged into it, and a
comfortable rapport results.
When actors are able to reach this
level of concentration and become
totally absorbed in what they are
doing, the audience responds by
being drawm into the action, Lyon
said. When this occurs, it is sort of a
magical moment when 'you can
really get high off acting."
Although he has played leading
roles before, Lyon said he considers
himself better suited to character
acting.
Lyon said the 1960s were a
"humanizing time. ” In the 1980s,
when there is a heavy emphasis on
technology and economics, a need
exists for a humanizing element,
such as theater, he said.
At the end of April this year, Lyon
and his wife were all but packed for
the move to New York. Lyon had
arrangements to attend a three-year
program at Rutgers University
where he would earn a master's of
fine arts degree. His plan was to

preceding page: With
help from Dorothy
Wachter, Richard
Lyon prepares his face
for a theater-hungry
audience, right:
Richard Lyon may
some day become a
working actor — for
now, only God will
know for sure.

strive for success in off-Broadway
theater and, perhaps, after finishing
school, to teach acting part-time.
However, his life suddenly took
another sharp turn. He developed a
back problem, which he was told
required surgery.
By coincidence, the United
Methodist Church, where he was
ordained, called him the next day
and asked him if he would be
interested in being the pastor at a
church in northern California.
Lyon weighed the possibilities.
He realized he would not be able to
survive the rigorous physical
demands of training for acting at
Rutgers. Nor would he be able to
survive the financial demands.
So he accepted the offer and
now is in California.
Lyon said this only will be a
temporary sidetrack. He plans to
keep active in the theater there,
while still planning to go to New
York in two or three years.
Lyon said that although time is
running out for his career, the
difference between 40 and 42 isn’t
that great in theater. And he isn’t
worried.
The train that Lyon’s father
described to him as a boy is still
moving. It’s still making stops. And
Richard Lyon is still on board, per
sistently struggling through change
and searching for truth, destiny and
purpose, which lie elusively at the
journey’s end. ■
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